
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a forensic scientist. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for forensic scientist

Review laboratory correspondence to verify appropriateness of corrective
actions taken in response to issues/deficiencies identified in the inspection
and performance testing phases of the program
Review laboratory data from testing of donor specimens and performance
testing samples to assess test performance compliance with federal
requirements
Perform as an NLCP inspector in onsite inspections of HHS-certified
laboratories
Assist in investigations of issues in federal and federally regulated workplace
testing by reviewing laboratory data, standard operating procedures, and
reports
Work in a team environment with individual task assignments requiring
initiative, responsibility and accountability
Apply and interpret standard theories, concepts and techniques
Manage simple projects, including timelines, budgets
Identify other disciplines to involve in proposals and projects
Interface with software developers and bioinformatics teams to adapt
existing applications for forensics needs
Understand modes of failure in the interpretation of genomic sequencing and
devise and prototype solutions

Qualifications for forensic scientist

Example of Forensic Scientist Job Description
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Training on the job as analytical lab technician or a degree in Analytical
Chemistry, Biochemistry, Pharmaceutical Sciences or related discipline
Experience instructing crime scene investigation courses in an adult
education program, college, or law enforcement training program
Completion of advanced training in the field of crime scene investigations by
a recognized federal, military, state, or local law enforcement training
provider
Candidates must be physically capable to endure strenuous activities in
austere conditions
Physical requirements may include lifting objects up to 50 pounds, standing
outdoors for two hours at a time without a break in 80 degree weather
conditions with up to 80% humidity
Master’s degree and 6 years’ related experience as described in the
responsibilities


